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I ns t ruct ions  fo r  Use

E r g o n o m i c  M e s h  C h a i r

Thank you very much for purchasing this

Okamura product. We take all possible

measures to ensure quality, however, in

order to use this product correctly, please

read this instruction manual thoroughly and

understand its contents before use.
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For safe use (Be sure to the read the following.)

Caution

Symbol indications
In this instruction manual and when displaying on the product, we use various symbols in order to
show the correct and safe usage and so as to avoid harm to you, other persons or any damage to
property. The symbols and their meanings are as follows. Please understand the contents
thoroughly before reading this instruction manual.

●Avoid rough handling, and do not use for
purposes other than that intended.
If objects are placed on the seat and it is used
as a cart, there is a danger of it overturning
causing an accident or the objects falling. Do
not stand on the chair or sit on the very front
lip of the seat or the armrest. There is a risk of
you falling resulting in injury.

●Disassembly and repair
The height adjustment device (gas spring)
contains high-pressure gas, so in case of
malfunction, please be sure to contact your
dealer as disassembly and repair by yourself
is very dangerous.

●Note on modification
Modifying by yourself may cause a safety
problem, so please contact your dealer before
doing so. Please take all necessary safety
considerations at your own responsibility for any
modification performed without our agreement.

●Be careful not to get your fingers or hand
caught in the gaps of the reclining device
underneath seat.

●Using on plastic tiles
Please use polyurethane casters on tile floors
since the nylon casters are slippery and may
cause a fall. The nylon casters are suitable for
rugs and carpeted floors, etc.

●Note on using adjustable armrests
When you adjust the
position of the armrests,
be careful not to get
your fingers, hand or
clothes caught in the
gaps between the
moving parts or at the
back of the pad. Also,
please make sure that
the arms are secured
firmly before use.

Nylon casters Polyurethane
casters

Sliding part  
at the back  
of the pad

Armrest pillar  
and movable  
part of the body
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Please use this chair indoors.

●Do not use this chair outdoors or where it
can get wet since use at these locations
can cause problems such as warping and
mold.

Please place this chair on a level
surface.

●When placing this chair, make sure to keep
it in a horizontal position. If not, it may
distort in shape causing falls.

Avoid placing this chair in a location
where it will be subjected to high
temperature, humidity or extremely
dry conditions, since these can cause
deformation, discoloration or mold.

Avoid placing this chair in locations
where it will be exposed to direct
sunlight, since this can cause
deformation and discoloration due
to sun damage.

●If you place it near a window, always protect
it from direct sunlight using curtains or
blinds etc.

Avoid placing this chair in a location
where it will be subjected to direct
heat or airflow from heaters or air
condit ioners,  s ince these can
cause deformation or discoloration.

Important notes on location of use

Notes on daily care
●If the chair wobbles during use due to loose
bolts or screws, tighten screws to improve
the life of the chair. Make sure to tighten
screws as soon as a problem occurs.

●Please keep this instruction manual in a
safe location for daily reference.

●Care for plastic parts
For daily care, wipe frequently with a firmly
wrung-out soft cloth.  I f  the chair  is
exceptionally dirty, wash with a watered-
down mild detergent, then wipe away all the
detergent with a damp cloth and finally rub
dry with a dry cloth.

●Care for mesh material and cushion
After tapping the mesh section by hand,
use a vacuum cleaner to remove the dust.
The cushion can not be dry-cleaned, so if it
is exceptionally dirty, we recommend
replacement with a new one.
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Inappropriate use of the product as a result of ignorance of this indication
could cause possible injury or physical damage. It also indicates details
which could be expected to result in severe injury.

Caution
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操作方法

Adjusting the seat height
Adjust the seat height using the lever under
the right side of the seat. The seat will lower
if you grip the lever with your weight on the
seat, and it will fix at any position when you
release the lever. The seat will be raised if you
grip the lever with your weight off the seat.

130mm

50mm

50mm

Adjusting the seat depth
Adjust the seat depth simultaneously lifting
the left and right levers under the front of the
seat while half-raising the seat. Release the
levers when the desired depth is achieved.

※After the adjustment, make sure the seat
is firmly secured before use.

OperationPart Names and Operation Range

Caster

Seat slide
lever

Seat slide
lever

Reclining tension
adjustment knob

Seat height
adjustment lever

Frame

Adjustable
armrestsReclining control

lever

Headrest

Base

3 4
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Adjusting the height and angle of the armrests
Lift the arm pads to adjust the height of the
armrests. Lift them to the highest level to
return the armrests to the lowest position. You
can adjust the horizontal angle of the arm pads
in the outward (up to 30 degrees) or inward (up
to 60 degrees) directions to suit your purposes.

Adjusting the lumbar support
While seated, bring your both hands to the
rear of the backrest, then with your back
lifted slightly off the backrest, lift or lower
the adjustment levers on both sides.

100mm

Fixing/releasing the reclining angle
Use the lever under the left side of the seat to
adjust the backrest reclining angle. While
leaning back against the backrest to the desired
angle, pull the lever once to secure that angle.
To release it, pull the lever once again, and the
backrest will return to the free movement mode.

Adjusting the reclining tension
Turn the tension adjustment knob under the
right side of the seat in the "+" direction to
increase the reclining tension. Turn the
knob in the "-" direction to decrease it.
Adjust the tension according to your
physical size and preference.

23° 
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Operation
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Attaching the adjustable armrestsAttaching the adjustable armrests Attaching the garment hanger

Attaching the headrest

Attaching the lumbar unit

87

Parts Replacement

1
2

Armless cap

①Remove the armless caps using a f lathead
screwdriver, etc.

②Fix the arms from the side using the supplied bolts
(one bolt per side).
(Tool required: 6 mm hexagonal wrench)

③Make sure the attached parts do not rattle. Screw plate

Rear top of  
the backrest frame

Hanger  
attachment plate

Hanger unit

Name  
plate

1

2

3

●For low-back and high-back chairs
①Remove the name plate on the top of the backrest
frame using a flathead screwdriver, etc.

②Adjust the height of installation (4 levels) using the
grooves on the left and right of the hanger unit. As a
guide, install at the lowest level for a low-back chair
and the highest level for a high-back chair. Take
extra care when setting the height of installation so
as not to get your jacket caught between the floor
and the casters when the seat is reclined.

③Position the hanger unit between the hanger
attachment plate and the screw plate, and secure
the hanger using the two screws provided. Attach
the name plate on the hanger attachment plate.

④Make sure the parts do not rattle.

Hanger  
attachment plate

Hanger unit

Headrest

Name  
plate

1

2

3

●For extra-high back chairs
①Remove the name plate from the headrest using a
flathead screwdriver, etc. Remove the two screws
used to secure the headrest.

②Adjust the height of installation (4 levels) using the
grooves on the left and right of the hanger unit. As a
guide, install at the lowest level for a low-back chair
and the highest level for a high-back chair. Take
extra care when setting the height of installation so
as not to get your jacket caught between the floor
and the casters when the seat is reclined.

③Position the hanger unit between the hanger
attachment plate and the screw plate, and secure
the hanger using the two screws which were
removed in step 1. Attach the name plate on the
hanger attachment plate.

④Make sure the parts do not rattle.

＊Do not use the screw plate and screws provided
for extra high back type.

①Remove the name plate on the rear top of the
backrest frame using a flathead screwdriver, etc.

②Insert the headrest from above into the top of the
backrest frame while aligning it with the three
holes. Make sure it is fully inserted.

③Fit the supplied screw plate into the holes at the
rear top of the backrest frame, then secure the
headrest with the two screws provided. Attach the
name plate on the headrest.

④Make sure the parts do not rattle.

Installation  
guide lines

①From the back of the chair, fit the lumbar unit
between the left and right frames while bending it
inwards.

②Insert the four clips of the lumbar unit into the
grooves on the inside of the backrest frame. Use
the installation guide lines to determine the
installation position.

Screw plate

Rear top of  
the backrest frame

Name plate

Headrest

1

2

3
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